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Description

Right now snapshots are even more broken than they used to be (see #5250). Add a config option that controls whether or not users

can create them and set it to false by default.

Associated revisions

Revision 9771b1d5 - 09/26/2013 04:26 PM - Greg Farnum 

MDS: lock out snapshots until after a flag has been set in the MDSMap

This way users can't put snapshots on their clusters unless they explicitly

ask for them and have seen a warning message. We take a bit of the MDSMap

flags in order to do so. The only thing a little weird here is that anybody

who upgrades to this patch who already has snapshots will hit the EPERM

and have to go through the warning, but it doesn't impact existing snapshots

at all so they should be good.

To go along with this, we add "ever_allowed_snaps" and "explicitly_allowed_snaps"

members to the MDSMap, which are default to false and are set to true

when allow_new_snaps is set. Old maps decoded with new code default to true

and false, respectively, so we can tell.

Fixes: #6332

Signed-off-by: Greg Farnum <greg@inktank.com>

Signed-off-by: Loic Dachary <loic@dachary.org>

History

#1 - 09/19/2013 01:37 PM - Greg Farnum

- Status changed from New to Fix Under Review

- Assignee changed from Greg Farnum to Sage Weil
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wip-6332; https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/606

#2 - 09/23/2013 09:28 PM - Sage Weil

- Target version set to v0.70

#3 - 10/02/2013 11:44 AM - Greg Farnum

- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Resolved

This got merged to master; I'm going to call that done since we're releasing Emperor soon-ish.

#4 - 07/13/2016 05:51 AM - Greg Farnum

- Component(FS) MDS added
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